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From EAS to Collaborative Internship: Lessons and insights where 

Bicycles Create Change by Nina Ginsberg 
Griffith English Language Institute 

 

Many international students undertake English and Academic Skills (EAS) and DEP bridging 

classes to get into university with the ultimate aim of getting a job up in their field of study. 

There is a perception that English classrooms are for learning English, University tutorials are 

for discipline-specific content, and the workplace is for vocational skills. Internships one way 

where students can become more work-ready. However, a number of studies confirm that 

current tertiary students are lacking in generic employability skills (ACNielsen Research 

Services 2000; ACCI/BCA 2002), an issue that is even more challenging for international 

students. I was curious to explore what a career development program that specifically 

catered for the academic, vocational and personal needs of the international students in my 

DEP classes might look like. This presentation was a brief overview of the origins, activities 

and outcomes of this exploration: The Bicycles Create Change.com 2016 Summer Internship 

Program. 

Program background 

This Internship was a volunteer, eight-week, collaborative internship that ran from January 

4th to February 27th, 2016. It required participants to fulfil 80-110 working hours. The blog 

Bicycles Create Change.com (which has over 110,000 readers locally and internationally) 

served as the professional platform for work activities as it was a low-cost, high-exposure, 

authentic, skills-integrated outlet to showcase work. 

The program was semi-structured with space to modify and self-initiative content. Hours 

were achieved individually, in pairs and as a team. The team met for one full day each week 

to review tasks, run workshops, refine skills and to discuss progress. 

This program integrated key theories including, scaffolding new skills (Vygotsky 1987), the 

need for authentic vocational guidance, participation and engagement (Billet, 2002), 

promoting creative thinking and expression (Judkins, 2015) and building on foundational DEP 

EAS skills and competencies (GELI, n.d.). 

Origins and participants 

The four volunteer participants varied in ages, backgrounds and degree levels and disciplines. 

The 4 volunteers for this program were; Sachie (female, 23, Japanese, Philosophy undergrad), 

Mauricio (male, 33, Columbian, IT PG), Juliet (female, 37, Indian, Special Education PG) and 

Gabriel (male, 42, Cameroonian, Social Work PG). All participants had just graduated from 

the Griffith English Language Institute (GELI) 10-week DEP program in December. Semester 1 

2016 did not commence until Feb 28th, leaving a gap of 9 weeks before university started, 

which is when the internship was undertaken. 
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Key considerations 

There were are a number of key considerations built into this program: 

 Strengthening self-confidence and independent learning 

 Experience with unique, transferable and challenging skills 

 Fostering creativity and valuing artistic expression 

 Emphasis on developing reflection, collaboration and planning skills 

 Integrating EAS, vocation and personal skills to a range of contexts 

 Promoting initiative and the ability to generate own opportunities  

 Increasing employability, CV and work-ready skills 

 Authentic interactions and connection with locals/community 

 Create a comprehensive evidence portfolio of work, skills and achievements 

 To have fun applying skills in a challenging and productive way 

Program design 

The focus was to build on current competencies, develop new skills, build a professional 

portfolio of experience (and evidence), and for participants to become more confident in 

initiating their own opportunities and outputs. This program minimised the ‘daily’ supervision 

and ‘student’ mentality of traditional internships to instead put supported autonomy firmly 

into the hands of each participant, who ultimately self-managed their own workload. The 

program provided tailored experiences (below) that provided exposure to a collection of 

advanced competencies that are cumulatively not commonly experienced in other 

internships or classes. 

The program integrated three main competency streams: EAS, Professional Skills and 

Individual Development. The program was scaffolded so that tasks became progressively 

more challenging and required greater participant self-direction to complete, as seen in the 

table:  
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Unique features 

Participants undertook a series of challenging tasks, including: 

 Develop and present a professional development workshop (individually and in pairs) 

 Undertake an individual project that resulted in an output (ie. Crowdfunding project, 

publication) 

 Self-identify an industry leader to cold call for a 20-min introductory meeting 

 Complete a Coursea MOOC on an area of their choosing 

 Research a social issue to creatively present as an individually ‘art bike’ as part of the 

team Public Art Bike Social Issue Presentation and Forum 

 Research and produce five original blog posts on how bicycles are being used to 

create more positive community change in their home country 

 Weekly meeting with an assigned independent industry expert mentor 

 Join an industry association and attend events 

 Series of community activities: vox pops; invite locals to contribute to a community 

storybook; solicit locals to donate bicycles; deliver their work at a local community 

garden to the general public as part of the Art Bike Public Forum; conduct an 

individual public presentation 

 Complete an Internship Portfolio (documentation of work and reflection journal that 

documents, audits and reviews tasks, opportunities and skills) 

 
The BCC Internship Team: Public Art Bike Social Issue Presentation and Forum. Sunday 13th March, 2016. 

Takeaways: 

There were many lessons learnt from this project and given time constraints, only a few were 

touched on in the presentation. Some key takeways were: 

 Provide transferable and unique opportunities to develop ‘generic employability’, 

critical reflection and creative problem-solving skills 

 Provide integrated, genuine and practical ways to apply skills 

 Celebrate strategies, ‘sticky points’, ‘misfires’ ‘pregnant opportunities’ and successes 
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 Make tasks more challenging and higher profile 

 Participants loved having more contact with the local community 

 Adaptations are needed for aspects to be taken up by educational institutions 

 Work from the end result backwards (CV and skill development) 

 Have visible, productive and meaningful evidence (or body) of work  

 Foster ability to independently create own opportunities and networks 

 Honour unexpected outcomes  

 Change the mindset to change to experience 

For more details, or to contact the participants, go to Bicycles Create Change.com (search: internship). This 

project was a voluntary, independent and informal project, so for ideas on how to modify or embed aspects of 

this program into an existing course or for any other information, please contact Nina Ginsberg at 

n.ginsberg@griffith.edu.au.  
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Maintaining momentum: Creating an engaging classroom culture to 

minimise student fatigue by Karen McNamara 
QUT International College 

 

Context 

The EAP 2 (English for Academic Purposes 2) program at QUTIC is an intensive 12-week 

course for students aiming for direct entry to QUT Faculty. One of the biggest frustrations in 

my years of teaching this program was the problem of student fatigue. Students tended to 

start the course with enthusiasm and energy and, very quickly, once the reality of the high 

intensity set in, fatigue became a significant barrier to learning. Rather than simply accepting 

that students “get tired”, I wanted to understand if there was something I, as the teacher, 

could do to encourage students to maintain their momentum and suffer less burnout. I 

started with a small literature review of existing research in this area (see “References” at the 

end of this article) and, once I had this information, I met with the welfare officer at QUTIC to 

understand her perspective on some of the consequences and causes of student fatigue. 

After explaining some of what I’d found in the literature, her comment was, “This sounds to 

me like engagement!” It was then that I started looking at the issue differently. I combined 

the information from the literature and the welfare officer with my anecdotal evidence from 

the classroom to conceptualise a “fatigue management strategy” that could be realistically 

implemented over the 12 weeks of the EAP 2 course. 

 

Understanding student fatigue 

By combining information from the literature, the expertise of the QUTIC welfare officer, and 

my own classroom experience, I conceptualised what a motivated student (i.e. a non-fatigued 

one!) looks like and how to encourage this in the class as a whole. 

I discovered that there is a very strong relationship between fatigue and engagement. I had 

always assumed that the relationship looked like this:  

 

 fatigue   engagement. 

 

I had, therefore, assumed that my approach would be directly focused on minimising fatigue. 

However, through my reading and meetings with the welfare officer, I realised the 

relationship is actually more like this:  

 

 engagement   fatigue. 

 

My approach to managing fatigue, therefore, moved towards thinking of strategies to 

increase engagement (and fatigue reduction would naturally follow). Figure 1 attempts to 

conceptualise what my overall fatigue management strategy looks like. These are my ideas 

based on a synthesis of the information I had from the different sources mentioned. 
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Figure 1: Understanding student fatigue and what teachers can do to manage it 

It seems there are certain underlying concepts:  

 Students need to regularly self-assess their progress and overall wellbeing.  

 When they do this, it enables them to be more autonomous.  

 With increased autonomy comes increased engagement 

 This then leads to higher levels of motivation.  

 When a student is more motivated, they are less fatigued. 

 Decreased fatigue enables more effective self-assessment.  

 The cycle continues.  

 

Conditions which encourage the formation and perpetuation of the cycle:  

 Specific opportunities in class for self-assessment.  

 Specific information about the causes of fatigue and how to maintain wellbeing (to assist 

with self-assessment).  

 Specific strategies to encourage learner autonomy.  

 Specific strategies to foster good interpersonal relationships among the students. 

I wanted all of the above concepts and conditions to be reflected in explicit, simple, practical 

classroom strategies. I created these strategies and then attempted to map out how I would 

sprinkle them throughout the 12 weeks of the EAP course. 

Fatigue management strategies in a 12 week course 

I needed the strategies to meet certain criteria: 

 Simple (minimal explanation required) 

 Quick (not taking too much class time) 

 Practical (no specialist materials required) 

 Easy to prepare (not taking too much teacher preparation time) 

 Replicable (I wanted to be able to use them with more than one class) 
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The strategies I chose reflect these five principles and were mapped and implemented as per 

Figure 2. 

Figure 2: Map of fatigue management strategies over a 12-week course 

Awareness building activity 

Students categorise a set of cards containing various statements to encourage self-

assessment according to whether they believe it would be beneficial or unhelpful for their 

learning. Statements include (among many others):  

 I use my mobile phone a lot 

 The teacher is available to help me whenever I need her 

 I use my own language a lot 

 I eat healthy food 

The activity is designed to encourage students to understand that they are in control of their 

learning and that a dependence on the teacher is unhelpful. It has a direct focus on 

encouraging student autonomy. 

Educative posters 

Posters with information about fatigue management and general health and wellness tips are 

put up in the classroom on Day 1 and stay there for the duration of the course as a daily 

reminder of how students can manage their own wellbeing (see Figure 3). 

 
Figure 3: Examples of educative posters for classroom 

Class WhatsApp group 

As a simple way of encouraging interpersonal relationships, I introduce students to 

WhatsApp (or similar) on Day 1 as a means of easy communication. To encourage open, 

unguarded communication and collaboration, and reduce reliance on the teacher, I do not 

participate in this group. 
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Wellness check-in activity 

As an additional way of providing opportunities for self-assessment, I provide cards with 

simple statements on them reflecting some of the ideas that came through in the literature 

review. Students simply decide whether their response to each statement is “yes” or “no” 

and how they will address the “no” statements. Example statements include: 

 I am sleeping well at night 

 I feel connected to my classmates 

 I feel positive about my progress in EAP 2 

 I am exercising regularly 

Shared photo activity 

Students send me a photo reflecting how they’re feeling with a short explanation of the 

photo and what it means to them. I compile all the photographs and comments into a 

PowerPoint presentation and share it with the whole class. It is designed to be a simple self-

assessment task and to encourage interpersonal relationships early in the course. 

Personalised certificates 

On the last day of class, I create and distribute personalised certificates featuring an observed 

trait of each student in order to: 

 put them in a positive frame of mind for the weekend before the final 30% of their 

assessment 

 maintain the course momentum. 

Examples of observed traits include:  

 ability to see the big picture 

 attention to detail 

 social skills 

 commitment to the learning process 

“Review of the week” presentations 

Each week, the students are allocated into small groups of two or three and assigned a skill 

that they need to review verbally in front of the class. The skills that need reviewing change 

each week depending on what has been covered in class. The students need to do a very 

short presentation reminding the class what has been learned that week. It serves a number 

of purposes: 

 Revision 

 Encouragement of autonomy 

 Practice of speaking skills 

 An understanding that everything learned is important and useful 

 Interpersonal relationships 

 Self-assessment 
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Conclusion 

Teachers do not simply have to accept that their students get tired. There are things we can 

do to encourage them to maintain the momentum, even in an intensive, high stakes course. 

In order to engage with the learning process, students need to be given opportunities to be 

autonomous and to gradually decrease their reliance on the teacher. They need to feel 

connected to their classmates and be able to manage their own health and wellbeing. Since 

implementing these fatigue management strategies, I have noticed a marked improvement in 

class cohesion, learner engagement and class atmosphere. The students, overall, have 

become happy, adaptable and committed learners. 
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Supporting International Pre-Service Teachers by Cole Thomson 

Griffith English Language Institute 

 

Griffith University has accepted international students into its Graduate Diploma of Education 

program for many years and, like other institutions, has found that these students tend to 

struggle with the practical component of this program. The Queensland College of Teachers 

(QCT) had announced it would not accept a Graduate Diploma to qualify teachers for 

registration after 2017, requiring them to gain a Masters level qualification instead. As 2017 

would be the last year the Graduate Diploma was to be offered, the university wanted to 

provide extra support to its international students to encourage them to pass their studies. 

To this end, an English HELP program was initiated and put into place as a voluntary course 

for students to attend to assist them as they prepared for their school placements. 

As this was a pilot program and very little notice was given to design and implement it, only 

two weeks of material was supplied to the tutor to work with. The aim of the course was to 

provide students with the opportunity to develop their English language skills, focussing on 

what they would need in the schools they were to teach in. After the initial two workshops, 

the decision was made to move from a largely discussion based model to one that would 

enable the students to practise what they were learning through role plays. These role plays 

proved to be critical as the students, coming from mostly Asian backgrounds, were clearly 

unprepared for what to expect. 

Students, in turn, were given the opportunity to leave the room and prepare a topic to teach 

to their peers. The remaining students were assigned roles as misbehaving students in a 

classroom. The behaviours included: chatting, eating, and sleeping in class. The ‘teacher’ 

would then return to the room and teach their topic while attempting to manage the 

behaviour of the ‘students’ in the room. After a sufficient amount of time, the lesson was 

halted and the students would offer constructive criticism and suggestions. The instructor 

then closed with any remaining points and perspectives not already discussed. 

It was important to maintain this pattern of keeping the workshops student centred as the 

alternative was for the tutor to take centre stage and field numerous questions from the 

students. This would have greatly diminished the effectiveness of the lessons and failed to 

achieve the aim of the course. Occasionally, however, it was useful for the tutor to give 

demonstrations and have the students analyse these examples of best practice. 

The students were also given the opportunity to practise various stages of standard lessons, 

such as starting a lesson well and transitioning between activities. Prior to this, the students 

had been unaware of the importance of these stages of a lesson and how to use them to 

their advantage. The students, after a period of weeks, were able to demonstrate significant 

improvement from their first practice lessons and were thus far more prepared for their first 

high school placements. 
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Before the students returned for their second trimester, some research was conducted to 

find what was being done in other institutions to combat this high failure rate of international 

pre-service teachers. An article from a researcher at the University of South Australia was 

used to inform planning for the upcoming trimester. This researcher had observed a similar 

trend and identified identical factors to what had been found in the workshops at Griffith 

University. The University of South Australia had gone a step further, however, in 

implementing support for their students. 

After identifying the issues their students were facing, they had initiated a program of 

sending their students to a local high school to experience first-hand what an Australian 

school was like. This enabled the students to interact with teachers and administration staff, 

and even practise what they were learning in classes with real students. This was done in a 

low-stress environment where they were not being assessed. The result of this was students 

who were far more prepared for what to expect when they entered their first placements. 

Further, at the completion of the year (and the study), it was found that, of the students who 

had actively participated in the voluntary program, every one of them had passed. Clearly, 

Griffith University’s program was a step in the right direction. 

With Griffith’s students now having real world experience, it was no longer necessary to 

focus on role plays. Instead, using the journal article as a reference point, the workshops 

turned to discussions on topics related to what the students had experienced in their schools. 

At this point, two tutors were actively engaged with the group and able to offer different 

perspectives on the points raised. This model was used for the duration of the second 

trimester after which the students left for their second placements. Most of the students 

passed overall and were able to gain registration as teachers, but there were several who 

were unsuccessful. 

Of the students who were unsuccessful at their placements, there was one common trend 

that linked them all. While it is possible that the supervising teachers identified a number of 

factors that ultimately led to them failing their pre-service teachers, the students themselves 

felt that their mentors had had unreasonable expectations of them regarding their language 

ability and cultural awareness. They felt they had been expected to be as good as their 

domestic peers and that their unique challenges when approaching the teaching 

environment had not been taken into account by their mentors. 

If this program were to be run again, it would be advantageous to have some training for 

mentor teachers and university supervisors so the international pre-service teachers could be 

better supported along their journey. Moreover, additional time allotted during each week, 

along with mandatory attendance would ensure all students got the support they need. 

Finally, a program that allows international students to experience Australian high schools 

ahead of their first placements would be extremely beneficial in preparing them for being 

assessed as teachers. 
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Teacher feedback, AKA the awkward silence by Rufus James and Dave 

Fox 
English Unlimited and Lexis TESOL Training Centres 

 

Giving and accepting feedback has the capacity to strike fear into the bravest heart. Few of us 

actively welcome feedback, many of us dread being given feedback, and a depressingly large 

proportion of us say we welcome feedback but don’t in reality. As professionals, clearly we 

see the value in giving and receiving constructive feedback, yet still we can be petrified.  

As senior teachers and academic managers, we must observe and give feedback to our 

teachers for many reasons, but we often have never been trained to do this and the reasons 

for doing so may vary, which in turn affects the focus and style of the feedback. The idea 

behind this presentation was to give a crash course in how to make the observation and 

feedback process more effective, useful and less painful for the observee, the observer, and 

the organisation. 

Take away 1 - The Three Cs 

One of the biggest problems with giving feedback is making sure the message is received 

‘loud and clear’. Unfortunately for most of us though, social etiquette often gets in the way. It 

can be useful to examine this as three tiered issue: what we say / what we mean / what they 

hear. Take the following statement: ‘I only have a few minor comments’: 

What we say What we mean What they hear 

I only have a few minor 
comments 

Please rewrite completely 
Ah, she only found a few 
typos. 

 

Here we can see a clear breakdown – the message is not clearly communicated.  

Equally, how you deliver the message is just as important as the message itself; being too 

wordy can confuse and being too negative can destroy trust and self-confidence. One way 

the observer can help build trust is in the language they use. We frequently use connotative 

or judgemental language based on personal perception or opinion rather than exploratory 

language designed to help the listener reflect on their practice and explore additional 

options. We need to trust the person giving the feedback, and be allowed the time and space 

to react appropriately. So remember the three ‘C’s – make your feedback Clear, Concise and 

Constructive. 

Take away 2 – Focus informs Feedback 

For this presentation we have established 4 broad reasons for observations based on the 

work of Malarez (2003): 

● Training - noticing and analysing specific teaching skills (e.g. giving instructions, use of 

pair/group work). Usually the focus of this type of observation is not decided by the 

observer or observee, but by someone else (e.g. a course provider, DoS). After the lesson 

the observer and observe discuss the lesson in relation to the observation focus. 
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● Development - in contrast to the training approach, the observer or observee choose or 

agree on a focus, then discuss the focus together after the lesson. 

● Assessment - the most common, maybe involving observation of a series of lessons to see 

if a teacher meets pass criteria for a course, or assessing teaching within an institution to 

judge whether a teacher’s lesson meets the institutional expected standards.  

● Research - observing a series of lessons to discover something about teaching or learning. 

The focus may be chosen by either observee or observer and often the observations take 

place over a series of lessons. Sometimes observer and observee discuss the lesson 

afterwards, sometimes not.  

The reason behind the observation dictates the type of feedback given.  

Take away 3 – see, notice, imagine 

These three verbs underpin what all observers should remember when observing. Consider 

these sentences: 

I see that you’re wearing a red shirt 

● Evident and factual 

I notice that you’re left-handed 

● Slightly more perceptive/less evident, but still factual 

I imagine you’re missing your family while you’re away 

● Observer is projecting how they might feel. This may NOT be how the observee feels. 

This is not factual, therefore, but interpretation.  

The observer needs to avoid assuming that interpretations are factual, and needs to keep an 

open mind about what they have seen until they understand the picture from the teacher’s 

perspective.  

Take away 4 – There is no right way, but there may be a wrong way. 

Gebhard (1990) came up with some broad categories of feedback styles, each suitable 

depending on the focus and needs of the teacher. The styles can be summarised as follows: 

Directive Feedback 

• Observer is in control, pointing out strong points and skills they think the observee should 
improve  

• Their role is to tell observee whether they have mastered teaching skills and techniques 
(e.g. asking questions, managing pairwork, giving learners feedback)  

Alternative Feedback 

• Observer’s role is to focus on the lesson, and to help observee to come up with 
alternative techniques or ideas for parts of the lesson observed 

• Alternatives can come either from observee or observer  
• Observee takes responsibility for choosing and trying out future alternatives  

Collaborative Feedback 

• Similar to the scenario for alternative feedback  
• The main difference is that observee and observer agree together ideas for any future 

alternatives or ideas to try; observer and observee responsibility share responsibility  
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Non-Directive Feedback 

• Observer’s role is to help observee reach their own solutions to teaching problems  

• Observer generally listens, asks questions and prompts; observer is supportive, but 

leaves decisions to observee.   

In conclusion, feedback is all around us; we give it to our students, we receive it from our 

colleagues and managers. But do we genuinely recognise its value and seek it out? Is there 

even a good reason for putting ourselves through this stress? 

We believe that creating a culture of effective feedback is essential for the smooth running of 

an organisation, even though it may be uncomfortable at first. Feedback is something that, in 

its purest form, is advice or knowledge given from an expert and we should embrace rather 

than reject it. Feedback needs to be both positive and constructive, given and received in 

good faith, appropriate to the situation and clearly communicated in a timely manner. 

Remember: 

● The Three Cs 

● Focus informs Feedback 

● see, notice, imagine 

● There is no right way, but there may be a wrong way 
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Translanguaging and Social Justice: a possibility in ELT by Michelle 

Ocriciano 
Academia International, Brisbane 

 

Translanguaging is not something new. It has been happening since the first person learned 

someone else’s’ language and they engaged in communication. It is a very natural way for 

bi/multilingual people to communicate. However, it was only around the 1980s that it 

became a focus of research. In Bangor, north Wales, Cen Williams and colleagues were 

investigating strategies for learners to use two languages (Welsh and English) in a single 

lesson. They came up with the term ‘trawsieithu’ to describe reading or hearing input in one 

language (e.g. English) and writing or speaking about it in another (e.g. Welsh, or vice versa). 

Cen Williams (1994) defined it as “the ability of multilingual speakers to shuttle between 

languages, treating the diverse languages that form their repertoire as an integrated system”. 

 

Theoretical background 

Language teaching could take place in both languages (L1 and L2 or Home Language and 

Second Language). They both should be seen as products of communicative practices - and 

not as objects of teaching - in the search for the construction of a broader and 

interconnected intercultural and linguistic formation. Therefore, language is at the service of 

contextualized processes of teaching and learning, not the other way around, integrating 

language and content, to the detriment of a focus centered on language as an object (Garcia, 

Freire, 1996). It is, therefore, to foster a bilingual culture that destabilizes monoglassic 

linguistic ideologies (Canagarajah, 2004), towards a heteroglossic and plurilingual perspective 

(Bakhtin, 1988). In addition, we note the fact that communicative practices do not only occur 

in language-centered but integrate multimodal and multisemiotic resources (Pennycook, 

2014), which must be pedagogically explored in the classroom in order to construct mutual 

understandings and negotiations of meaning.  

 

Thus, pedagogical practices centred on this theoretical approach must be sensitive to the 

linguistic efforts of the subjects in the construction of communication and in the production 

and understanding of the senses involving languages. In light of the above, Garcia and Wei's 

(2014) perspective that translanguaging - understood as the involvement of subjects with 

bilingual or multilingual discursive practices - is an approach that shifts the concept of 

language as an autonomous object into a broader conception of practices that relate to what 

subjects do with languages in the communication process. 

 

The translanguaging classroom 

Whereas translanguaging is not something new, its conceptualization as a field of study is 

somewhat a new one. Translanguaging was heavily criticised for being too theoretical. Aware 

of the divide between research and practice, García, Johnson and Seltzer published The 

Translanguaging Classroom in 2016. With this book, the authors aimed at filling the gap 
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between theory and practice by presenting and clearly defining concepts such as the 

“Translanguaging corriente”, emergent bilinguals and translanguaging itself. 

For us practitioners, the definition of the translanguaging classroom sets the tone to how we 

should look at our learners. “A translanguaging classroom is any classroom in which students 

may deploy their full linguistic repertoires, and not just the particular language(s) that are 

officially used for instructional purposes in that space” (p. 1). 

The translanguaging corriente’ describes the language learning process as fluid and moving 

like a natural current. This understanding shows that the pedagogy goes beyond content, 

activities, and techniques. It should include who the students are and the strengths they 

bring to the learning environment. 

Regarding the concept of bilingualism, the authors call all language learners bilingual 

regardless of where they are in the language learning progression by using the term 

emergent bilingual in place of Non-English Proficient (NEP). The authors’ belief is that these 

are deficit-based terms that cannot fully express learners’ repertoire. 

In addition to the “Translanguaging corriente” and emergent bilinguals definition, the authors 

explicitly address the fact that translanguaging is not a specific set of activities, instead they 

quote Flores and Schissel (2014) who provide a definition of translanguaging in two separate 

realms: a sociolinguistic one and a pedagogical one:  

From a sociolinguistic perspective it describes the fluid language practices of 

bilingual communities. From a pedagogical perspective it describes a 

pedagogical approach whereby teachers build bridges from these language 

practices and the language practices desired in formal school settings. (pp. 

461–462). 

 

Presentation takeaways 

What follows next is practical suggestions on how to add translanguaging practices to classes 

or completely reconceptualize your praxis and adopt a full translanguaging mode.  

Reading 

 Students read in the Second Language and discuss/analyse what they read in the 
Home Language 

 Assign reading partners that share a Home Language for mutual assistance 

 Students do independent reading in multiple languages 

 Encourage students to read and research for research projects in both languages 

 Supplement Second Language readings with Home Language readings on the same 
topic/theme 

Writing 

 Allow students to audio record ideas first using both languages, then transfer to 
writing 

 Students pre-write in both languages, then publish in the Second Language 

 Assign writing partners that share a HL for mutual assistance 
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 Students write first in the HL and then translate that text into the SL 

Speaking 

 Allow students to explain/share ideas using the HL and the SL (another student can 
translate if you don’t speak language) 

 Have students interview one another using both the HL and the SL and then share 
what they learned in the SL 

 Create a multilingual listening centre comprised of fiction and non-fiction texts in 
the classroom, narratives of community members, and books recorded by students 
(a favourite book or their own writing) 

 Assign newcomers a buddy to show them around school, answer questions, etc. 

 Group students so they can use both languages in small group work, then present in 
the Second Language 

Vocabulary 

 Create multilingual word walls 

 Create cognate charts 

 Utilize multilingual graphic organizers 

 Provide students with bilingual and/or bilingual picture dictionaries 

 Create flashcards with Quizlet and have students with same Home Language write 
the translation or definition of the words in the Home Language 

Conclusion 

Having given the theoretical background of what translanguaging is and how it emerged, it is 
essential to bring Traslanguaging to the classroom now. The task is likely to be a difficult one 
given the nature of the translanguaging correinte, teachers will have to, moment-by-
moment, take decisions that change with the flow of the translanguaging corriente and allow 
for flexibility in language practices, conversations, activities, and plans. It is possible that 
moments of difficulty and misunderstanding will arise, therefore, encouraging students to 
talk to one another about a new concept, vocabulary word, etc., using their own language 
practices is important.  

The Translanguaging movement revisits Freire’s (1990) and remind us of the need to directly 

address, honour, and build upon what students bring with them from their lives outside of 

school. In view of how multicultural Australia and how diverse our students’ backgrounds are, 

by adopting translanguaging practices we can normalize multilingual use, speakers and 

audiences. However, if we continue perpetuating a monolingual paradigm, we are enforcing 

target language dominance, which leads to the perception of the home language being a 

substandard and the individual is likely to have their identity fractured. 

Reflect on your own practice, challenge the monolingual perspective and consider changing 

the English only policy. Become a vehicle of social justice and empower learners with 

translanguaging. Follow the flow of the corriente. 
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99 Ways to Use Mobiles 
in Class…

…You’ll not believe Number 7!!!



DISCLAIMER

Ideas shamelessly stolen from Virginia Mawer:

http://www.99waysesl.com/

virginia.mawer@gmail.com

“Bad artists copy; great artists steal.”

- Steve Jobs on Pablo Picasso

http://www.99waysesl.com/
mailto:virginia.mawer@gmail.com


99 Ways to Use Mobiles in Class…

▪ Theory: Why?

▪ Plan A: Let’s have a go together: learning by doing

▪ But: if technology is not my friend…

▪ Plan B: DEATH BY POWERPOINT



Why?

▪ Embrace the technology!

▪ “To improve communication in a 
multifaceted, relevant and engaging way”

▪ Variety of interaction

▪ Multiliteracy

▪ Builds relationships



What do you need?

▪ You and a group of students with smartphones

▪ Wifi / 3g / 4g

▪ WhatsApp app on your phone

▪ (Optional: a small supply of cheap/free 
Australian SIM cards)



What don’t you need?

▪ A classroom



How to incorporate it?

▪ 1. Embed it into your lessons with your regular class 
(Virginia)

▪ 2. Set up an Elective class (Mark)



Plan A: Let’s have a go together!

▪ Download WhatsApp onto your phone. Open the app. Add a cool photo of yourself.

▪ Click the top right "New Message" button. Then click "New Contact". Add a phone number and save.

▪ Now go back to the chats page. Click "New group." Select your first participant. Click "Next", name the 
group then "Create"

▪ Click up the top on the name of your group and it'll take you to the "Group info" screen. Scroll down and 
click on your first participant's name. Then click "Make group admin", which means that person can do the 
rest!!!

▪ In practice, this means that you need to put that person’s number on the board. Students add his/her 
number to their contacts, then find him on WhatsApp, send him/her a message, then (s)he adds them to 
the group.

▪ When you have all the students in the one group, divide them in two. 

▪ Call one group ‘Group A’, and create a WhatsApp sub-group for them (called Group A),  adding all the 
members from that half only. - Call the other group ‘Group B’, same procedure.

▪ If you do this on the first day, it makes life easier for future games. Each time you play a game that 
requires pairs, and requires you the teacher to transmit information to one group to pass onto another, 
you tell them to partner up with a student from the other group.



Plan B: Death By Powerpoint

▪ Let me show you some ideas



Setting Up / Warmers and Fillers

Name that film…

Name 5 famous…



Pronunciation

Fork handles (thanks to the 
Two Ronnies)

Pronunciation Fax Machine



Vocabulary (Emojis)

Emoji stories Odd one out



Vocabulary 2 

English in the Community

What’s happening here?



Listening and Speaking

Chinese Whispers Information Gap



Reading

Bad English translations

Reading Comprehensions



Writing
Predictive text stories Emoji Postcards



Storytelling

Build the sentence, one word each Opening Lines



Grammar 

Compare Correct the sentences

1.What music you like?
2. She is born in France.
3. Can I lend your pen, 
please?
4. This website has a lot of 
informations.



A Little Bit of Everything

SMS English
Anything good that wasn’t 
covered the rest of the time



Use it as you see fit!
Tell me how it goes: 
markpentland@gmail.com



Is this the real life?
Is this just fantasy? 

AR in the Classroom
Henno Kotzé, ICTE-UQ,  2018



What? Why? How?



bit.ly/metaverse9

What? Why? How?



Walk around the room and scan the 
experience codes in the Metaverse app

What? Why? How?



Post-experience Discussion

1. What types of experiences did you interact with? 
2. How can they be used in your language teaching context? 
3. How do you define AR? And what about VR? 
4. What limitations can you think of to using this AR technology in the classroom? 

What?



Augmented reality results in a user experience that’s highly 
contextualised with digital information presented in real time and 
appears in the physical world. In short, AR is where we see things 
on top of the world, whereas VR is not in our real world and 

takes us somewhere else. 
- Dr Micah Shippee – technology trainer & professor

”

“

What?



Why AR? 

Only four in ten high school students are actually engaged 
- 2013 Gallup Poll of 500,000 students

Why?



Why AR? 

AR activities triggered high levels of motivation and student 
engagement. 

- 2017 study by Hsu et al on impact of AR lessons on students’ interest

Why?



Why AR? 
High levels of engagement and enthusiasm observed from students 

using a language-based AR software to create a tour
- 2014 study by Reinders & Lakarnchua

Why?



Why AR? 
Using an AR tool is more effective and more enjoyable for 
participants, and learning through AR, participants scored 

significantly better on productive recall tests 
- Ibrahim et al (2017) study on the use of an AR tool to label real world objects

Why?



Why AR? 

- Tolentino et al (2009) “Teaching & Learning in the Mixed Reality Science Classroom”

“Mixed-reality learning is viable in classrooms and that students 
can achieve significant learning gains when this technology is co-

designed with educators.”

Why?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9spsx_QSQ9I&index=8&list=PLRqY21iEPOuaTSCpT9adwRj_bNzWh94nT






What? Why? How?



Metaverse features

• Interactive stories 
• Puzzles & Quizzes
• Flipped lessons 
• Scavenger Hunts 
• Gamification
• Learner-specific feedback

• Add-ons: 
• audio 
• videos 
• 360 photos and videos 
• photowalls
• polls and surveys

















Metaverse: other benefits

• Lots of support (community and developers)
•Requires no coding – easy to use and create experiences 
• Library of ready-made activities
• Students can make their own activities
• Versatility in terms of different activities you can build

https://youtu.be/9spsx_QSQ9I


Getting students & teachers excited about AR 

- Dr Micah Shippee – EDTech Chat Podcast

“A really important step with PD training with emergent technology 
is gradual exposure - through taking what we already have and 

making it more powerful - and then training.”

How?



Getting students & teachers excited about AR 

- David Saunders – TED-Ed Innovative Educator & Trainer

“ The key is in finding the authentic integration opportunity in the 
curriculum - it’s not just an extra ‘thing,’ or tech-gadget, but a 

tool to further engage our students.”

How?



Getting students & teachers excited about AR 

- Nathan Stevens – Assistant Director of Media and Education Technology Resource Centre, 
North Carolina State University.

“It’s not so much hype and a gamble for teachers, but more 
preparation for the future.”

How?



Getting students & teachers excited about AR 

- Richard Thaler – “Nudge Theory” Economist

“ If you want to encourage people to do something, 
make it easy.”

How?



bit.ly/metaverse8



Contact

Henno Kotzé – Senior Teacher: Technology and Independent Learning, ICTE-UQ

• Email: h.kotze@icte.uq.edu.au
• Twitter: @hennok
• LinkedIn: bit.ly/hennok

• Access to this PPT and Handouts



From EAS to collaborative internship: 
Lessons and insights where 

Bicycles Create Change 



Origins
• My PhD Research
• Bicycles Create Change.com
• GELI



The amazing participants!





8-week Internship 
80-110 hours

January 4th - February 27th 2016





Sample of weekly schedule and work – Week 1



Week 3: 10 Employability skills

Week 3: Note Taking Practice Weekly Reflection Inquiry Question: Week 3















Example of weekly reflection tasks

Week 4 Exchange Forum

Update ongoing tasks

Update week 4 tasks
- cold call of a professional

-specialist librarian

-what was the SMART task you set for yourself

-Summarise you podcast

• Discuss Reflection Inquiry Questions below:

Exchange your ideas about your individual answers to Week 4 
Reflection Questions

Review Week 3 Tasks

• Confirm Program Mission Statement

Week 4 Reflection questions to think and write about, then discus 
with the Exchange Forum

These questions are a review of the last 4 weeks and can help you 
plan for the next 4 weeks.

• Where did you succeed?

• What did you enjoy most?

• What areas have been difficult?

• What lessons did you learn?

• What will you do differently?

• What is the status of your goals? 

• What do you need to do more of?

• What do you need to ‘stop doing’? What action can you take to help 
you do this?

• What are your revised/new goals for the rest of the program?

Week 7 Reflection: 

Revisit your week 1 tasks: ‘What do I/you want to achieve from this 
Summer Program?” Evaluate and explain your experience in relation 
to your week 1 answers.

• What have you learnt from this program?

• How will you use what you have learnt this summer in situations 
outside of this program?

• What learning activities did you initiate during the program?

• In what ways has your job knowledge changed as a result of doing 
this program?

• In what situations have you taken on responsibility?

• What is an area that you feel you need to work on to be more 
professional?

• How much have you learnt about your industry/job/field of study 
during this program?

• How/in what way will your experience in this program help you to 
get a job in the future?

Write a final essay, report or task that reflects on the functions, skills 
and experiences from this program:

-reflection and analysis

-accomplishments

-areas for improvements

-evaluation



































































Low-prep, High engagement 
strategies for our teacher toolkit

Fiona Wiebusch, Tanja Hafenstein, Laura Fairbrother

QLD PD Fest, 17 March, 2018
The University of Queensland – ICTE-UQ



Abstract
Short on time? The presenters will demonstrate
dynamic, low-prep strategies for: starting new
topics, working with language and pronunciation,
and reflecting on learning. There will be dedicated
time for the audience to reflect on principles of
learner engagement (Brown, 2007, et al) and
exchange ideas from their own teaching toolkit.



Workshop outline

FIONA
Starting a 
new topic

TANJA
Keeping things

moving 

LAURA
Reflecting on 

learning
you!



Activities &
procedures

Booklet



What do we mean by “low prep”?



Our definition
A low-prep strategy:

• requires zero/minimal materials
• can be put into action any time 
• helps to achieve a learning aim
• fosters principles of learner engagement



images to introduce 
new topics

Fiona Wiebusch



Tell me two



‘I wonder’ adapted from: JJ Wilson, 2017. Image source: National Geographic http://on.natgeo.com/2DhkbpI

Other ideas: 
What…? Where? Why? Would you…? or A: Some people think   B: Other people think

I wonder…

http://on.natgeo.com/2DhkbpI


Who? What…? Where…? 
Would you…? Why…? 

Ask your own questions



Tell a story.

Adapted from: JJ Wilson, 2017

Where?
What?
When?
Who?
Why?



tell it again. Add these words:
white cat

broken arm

in a hurry

amazing

suddenly

Adapted from: JJ Wilson, 2017





“Compliant students 
answer the teacher’s 
questions. Engaged

students ask their own.”

JJ Wilson, English Australia Conference, 2017



Ways to keep 
things moving

Tanja Hafenstein



HiGH Five

Some ideas: positive/negative adjectives, regular/irregular verbs, countable/uncountable

Pronunciation
spelling



Language practice (Floor Run)
Decide it Find it Run it



Decide it



find it



run it



Language practice (Floor Run)
Some ideas 
• Prepositions
• Verb patterns
• Pronunciation
• Linking words
• Affixes
• For/since
• Collocations



Reflection 
on Learning

Laura Fairbrother



Active learning



(dynamic) posters



Virtual posters



You & posters?



Seated Standing

On the Board

ACHIEVEMENT barometer





Over to you!
Starting a 
new topic?

Keep things
moving? 

Reflection on 
learning?



Thank you.
Keep in Touch!

f.Wiebusch@uq.edu.au I t.Hafenstein@uq.edu.au I l.Fairbrother@uq.edu.au 



C O N T A C T  U S

R E S O U R C E S

LOW-PREP, HIGH 
ENGAGEMENT STRATEGIES 

F O R  O U R  T E A C H E R  T O O L K I T

Fiona Wiebusch 

f.wiebusch@uq.edu.au   

Facebook @TESOLTeacherTalk  

Tanja Hafenstein 

t.hafenstein@icte.uq.edu.au 

Laura Fairbrother 

l.fairbrother@icte.uq.edu.au

Brown, H.D. (2011) Teaching by Principles: An 

interactive approach to language pedagogy.  p 268. 

Clarke, A., Chester, A., & Wingrove, D. (2013). 

Dimensions of Teaching, cited in Peer Partnerships. 

www.rmit.edu.au/teaching/peerpartnerships 

Donaghy, K. & Xerri, D. (2017). The Image in ELT.  

via: eltcouncil.gov.mt 

Rinvolucri, M. (2002). Humanising your Coursebook: 

Activities to bring your classroom to life.  Professional 

Perspectives Series. 

Wilson, JJ. (2017). 10 strategies to keep learners 

learning. English Australia workshop series, Brisbane. 

Learn more about ICTE-UQ at: www.icte.uq.edu 

E N S U R I N G  S T U D E N T S  
A R E  A C T I V E L Y  

E N G A G E D  I N  L E A R N I N G .

establishing shared goals and 

expectations

demonstrating enthusiasm for teaching 

and learning

fostering a supportive, non-threatening  

learning environment

encouraging students to express views 

and ask question

using questioning skills which encourage 

engagement

providing opportunities for self-directed, 

personalised learning

fostering extensive interaction

providing timely and constructive 

feedback 

...?

...?

Indicative teaching strategies for 

demonstrating this may include:

What might you add to the list?



T O D A Y ' S  A C T I V I T I E S :

1. Picture Roll 

2. Tell me Two 

3. I wonder... 

4. Add words 

5. High Five 

6. Floor Run 

7. Dynamic Posters 

8. Achievement barometer 

9. .... 

10. ....

Q R  C O D E  F O R  M O R E !

N O T E S

http://bit.ly/2FRAFW2



Maintaining 
momentum

Creating an engaging classroom culture to minimise student fatigue

Karen McNamara

QUT International College



Discussion

1. To what extent does student fatigue impact your day-to-day 
teaching?

2. Do you consciously implement any strategies to try to minimise 
student fatigue? If so, which ones? How successful are they?

3. In your experience, what are the main causes of student fatigue?

“Fatigue is the best pillow”

- Benjamin Franklin



1. Set goal 
• minimise student fatigue in 

EAP course

4. Develop strategies 
• increase student engagement 
• decrease fatigue

2. Undertake literature review 
• causes of student fatigue 
• ways to prevent it

5. Map timeline 
• “sprinkle” strategies through 12 

week course

3. Collaborate with Welfare 
Officer
• link between fatigue and 

engagement

6. Implement 
• EAP 2 class Semester 1, 2017 
• mixed success 

Background



1. Break classroom routine
• vary tasks and presentation format
• add new/humorous elements to 

learning tasks

4. Be available to respond to students’ 
academic needs in class
• mentally
• physically

2. Show students that you: 
• care about their progress
• care about them as people
• believe in them
• accept them

5. Use English
• a lot in class
• remind students of its usefulness

3. Recognise student effort and 
achievement

6. Relate content to everyday 
experience/backgrounds of students

Literature review
Moskovsky, et al. (2013)

?Are these ideas just “instinctive” teaching skills?



Wendt, et al. (2015)
• Meditation – give students 15 minutes “quiet time” at beginning and end of each day

?How practical would this be on the average teaching day in an intensive 
course?

Pritchard & Wilson (2003)
• Emotional and social factors: importance of inter-personal relationships with peers 

?How can teacher facilitate this?

Zheng, et al. (2014)
• Link between fatigue and mobile phone use (in class and out)

?How can teacher set boundaries for this?



Yoshida, et al. (2009)
• Task completion increases motivation

• Incompletion of task viewed as “failure”, completion of task viewed as 
“success”

• But influenced by intrinsic level of academic motivation

?Applicable to lesson planning and time allocation in class?

Davis, Winsler, & Middleton (2010)
• Reward for academic performance increases motivation (more reward 

more motivation)

?What “rewards” can teacher provide?



Fukuda, et al. (2010)
• Perceived effort-reward imbalance decreases motivation

?How can teacher address students’ perception of balance between effort 
and reward?

de Vries, et al. (2016) 
• Low intensity running with a group of other students three times a week 

decreased fatigue

?Is education about the importance of exercise part of a fatigue 
management strategy?



Discuss:
Which ideas from the literature can reasonably be 
applied in class? 
Which of the ideas resonated with you? 
Are there any from the literature that you already do?



What does it all mean?
Regular self 
assessment

Increased 
learner 

autonomy

Increased 
learner 

engagement

Increased 
motivation

Decreased 
fatigue

Good 

interpersonal 

relationships

Specific 

strategies used 

by teacher

Education re: 

causes & 

management 

of fatigue
I

N

P

U

T



Fatigue management strategies in a 12 week course
Day 1

• Interactive activity to build awareness of behaviours and attitudes 
that impact engagement, motivation, and fatigue (self 
assessment/autonomy/interpersonal relationships)

• Educative posters put up in classroom to provide daily reminders 
of “fatigue reducing” behaviours (education)

• Encourage students to set up WhatsApp group or other group 
message system (encourage interpersonal relationships)



Day 1 sorting activity



Educative posters



End of week 1
• First wellness “check in” discussion (self assessment/autonomy)

Week 1 or 2
• Shared photo activity - emailed to teacher or on class Instagram page (encourage 

interpersonal relationships/self assessment)

Week 3 or 4
• Second wellness “check in” and restatement of goals (self assessment/autonomy)

Week 6 or 7
• Third wellness “check in” and restatement of goals (self assessment/autonomy)



Wellness “check in” activity







Week 6 or 7
• (prior to commencement of summative assessment)
• Information about the effect of stress on the brain and how to reduce stress 

(education/autonomy)

Week 11 or 12
• Final wellness “check in” and restatement of goals/re-focus motivation (self 

assessment/autonomy)

Week 12
• Revisit photo from week 1 and reflect (self assessment/interpersonal relationships)

• Presentation of “the more important” end-of-course certificates (interpersonal relationships)

Weekly activity
• “Review of the week” presentations in groups (self assessment/autonomy)



Sometimes we have so much on our plate that we can may experience a 

stress response. The problem is, when we experience stress our brain 

literally doesn’t work as well as normal. Our brain networks shrink and 

our performance usually declines. Relaxation can help reduce our stress 

levels and returns the brain to a more optimal level of functioning so we 

can focus again. Making sure you get enough sleep is also crucial for your 

brain to be at its best so perhaps try some relaxation techniques before 

bed if you are having difficulty sleeping due to stress.

Come and try Aikido & Zen meditation, mindful colouring, or origami to 

help your mind relax and get yourself ready for your next task.





Instructions



Schedule (changes each week)



Discuss: 
Are there any strategies from today’s workshop that you 
are interested to try with your classes?

What other strategies do you use to create an engaging 
classroom culture?
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Supporting International Pre-Service 
Teachers

Cole Thomson
Griffith English Language Institute

Griffith English Language Institute    



Background

Griffith English Language Institute    Image credit: Griffith University



Cohort

 10 – 15 regular attendees
 Mostly Chinese with a couple of Italians

Griffith English Language Institute    



Resources supplied

 Two weeks of material
 Aim to support students in vocation specific 

language
 Role plays became the key component

Griffith English Language Institute    



Initial impressions

 Extremely competent and well versed in 
curriculum areas

 Very high motivation
 Genuine concerns

Griffith English Language Institute    



Student concerns

 Curriculum specific language
 Slang
 Respect
 Dealing with colleagues
 Cultural differences

Griffith English Language Institute    



Trimester 1

 Students were clearly unprepared
 Baseline of students’ ability was determined
 Peers commented on lessons before instructor 

offered additional points

Griffith English Language Institute    



Key areas for improvement

 Classroom awareness
 Voice
 Physical touch

 Self-control
 Prioritising
 Appropriate responses

Griffith English Language Institute    



Setting up lessons and transitions

 Students were not aware of the importance of 
starting well and moving between stages 
efficiently

Griffith English Language Institute    



Consolidation

 Final opportunities to demonstrate what they 
had learned

 Significant improvement

Griffith English Language Institute    



Trimester 2

 Second instructor came on board in the 
second trimester 

 Her experience and different perspective was 
of enormous help

Griffith English Language Institute    



Research leading into Trimester 2

 Preparing International Pre-Service Teachers for Professional 

Placement: In-School Induction – Sasikala Nallaya (UniSA)
Australian Journal of Teacher Education, v41 n4 Article 7 Apr 2016

Griffith English Language Institute    



 Cultural awareness
 Differences in education systems
 Developing relationships with real teachers
 Communicative proficiency in context
 Student confidence

Griffith English Language Institute    



 IPSTs given real world experience
 100 % success rate of students who actively 

engaged in program

Griffith English Language Institute    



 Our T1 program had clearly been a step in the 
right direction

 T2 would focus on the issues highlighted in the 
research document

Griffith English Language Institute    



Workshops

 Mostly the same cohort as T1
 Each instructor took half the class for 

discussion of topics

Griffith English Language Institute    



 Debrief of Trimester 1 placement
 Theory vs Practice
 Culture shock
 Communication
 Experiences with mentors

Griffith English Language Institute    



 Students had concerns about QCT interviews
 Local high school deputy principal agreed to 

visit
 Easily the most popular session

Griffith English Language Institute    



Successes and Failures

 Very high practicum pass rate
 Students gave excellent feedback

Griffith English Language Institute    



 Small number of unsuccessful students
 A number of factors contributed to this but 

students did raise some points
 Unrealistic expectations of mentors

Griffith English Language Institute    



Recommendations

 Integrated course
 Opportunities for students to get real world 

experience ahead of first placements

Griffith English Language Institute    



 Training for IPST mentor teachers and 
university supervisors

 A specialist language professional embedded 
in the program and practicum

 More class time allocated

Griffith English Language Institute    



Thank you for 
attending



Rufus James

&

Dave Fox



What we say What we mean What others hear

I only have a few 
minor comments…

Please rewrite 
completely.

Ah. She has found a 
few typos.

Very interesting.

I’ll bear it in mind.

Oh, incidentally…

I was a bit 
disappointed that…

You must come for 
dinner!



What we say What we mean What others hear

I only have a few 
minor comments…

Please rewrite 
completely.

Ah. She has found a 
few typos.

Very interesting. That is CLEARLY 
nonsense.

She is impressed!

I’ll bear it in mind. I’ve forgotten it 
already.

Yay! She will 
probably do it.

Oh, incidentally… The primary purpose 
of our discussion is…

This is not very 
important.

I was a bit 
disappointed that…

I am REALLY so 
annoyed that…

She isn’t really 
bothered.

You must come for 
dinner!

I am NEVER giving 
you my address.

Cool! I will get an 
invitation soon.



The three 
C’s

Clear
Concise
Constructive



Reasons for 
observing



What’s the point?



What’s the point?



What’s the point?

• Training
– Best Practice

• Development
– Observee uses observer

• Assessment
– Course or appraisal

• Research
– Researcher is the main learner

Focus dictates feedback



Key 
principles of 

feedback



Key Principles

• See

• Notice

• Imagine



Key Principles

• See
– I see that you’re wearing a red shirt

• Notice
– I notice that you’re left-handed

• Imagine
– I imagine that you’re missing your family while 

you’re away





Types of Feedback

• Directive

• Alternative

• Collaborative

• Non-directive



Types of Feedback

• TASK – 7 mins

• Look at the transcripts of pre-lesson 
discussions and discuss the possible pros and 
cons of each style.



Directive

• Pros

– Relatively quick

– New teachers may appreciate the direction

• Cons

– Doesn’t help to develop self reflection

– Suggests there is a ‘correct’ way to teach



Alternative

• Pros
– Helps teacher to see that teaching involves 

options more than absolutes

– Can help critical thinking

• Cons
– Some teachers may lack enough experience to 

suggest different options

– Some suggestions may not be suitable



Collaborative

• Pros

– Encourages critical thinking

– Provides the teacher with support

• Cons

– Some may feel it lacks direction



Non-directive

• Pros

– Aims to help the teacher develop ability to analyse
teaching

– Responsibility for future action rests with the teacher

• Cons

– Relatively time consuming

– Can be challenging for the observer

– May not suit all teachers – some want specifics



Judgemental 
vs. 

exploratory 
language





Instead of…

• That’s ridiculous!

• Why didn’t you explain the aim 
of the lesson?

• If only you had corrected some 
of their mistakes as they spoke…

• The reading activity was OK, but 
it went on a bit too long…

• You should have given the fast 
finishers something extra to do.

• I hadn’t considered that. 
How will it work?

• What would be the 
advantages of explaining 
the aim of the lesson?

•

•

•

try…



How to TAKE 
feedback:

• Listen (don’t 
respond 
immediately)

• Take notes (so 
you can respond 
later!)

• Separate the 
message from 
the messenger 
(don’t shoot 
them!)

• Find the gold in 

the message



Takeaways – nom nom nom

• Clear / Concise / Constructive

• Focus dictates feedback

• See / Notice / Imagine

• There is no ‘right’ way (but there might be 
wrong ways)

• Explore don’t judge



feedback 
please!



Thoughts on dyslexia in 
the ESL classroom

Sara Bologna, ILSC Brisbane



In this presentation

● Some facts and numbers
● Basic info and tell-tale signs
● Understand the complexity of the issue

○ Stigma, coping strategies, denial...
● Some easy adjustments to our lessons
● Available resources



What do we know about dyslexia?



Fact or Myth?

Dyslexia affects more men than women



Fact or Myth?

Dyslexia affects more men than women

Dyslexia affects both genders in nearly equal numbers. 
Girls tend to quietly muddle through challenges, while 
boys become more disruptive and draw attention.

Source: dyslexiahelp.umich.edu



Fact or Myth?

Difficulties associated with dyslexia are on a 
continuum, it’s not black or white.



Fact or Myth?

Difficulties associated with dyslexia are on a 
continuum, it’s not black or white.

Some people may have more mild forms, while others may 
experience it more severely. It can occur in combination with 
other learning disabilities, such as dyscalculia or dysgraphia.

Source: dyslexiahelp.umich.edu



Fact or Myth?

People with dyslexia are gifted in other areas, 
especially in the artistic and visual sphere.



Fact or Myth?

People with dyslexia are gifted in other areas, 
especially in the artistic and visual sphere.

While there are many successful dyslexics who have gravitated 
towards these fields, systematic research has found little 
evidence to support this claim. 

Source: dyslexiahelp.umich.edu



Fact or Myth?

Dyslexic students struggle with phonics.



Fact or Myth?

Dyslexic students struggle with phonics.

Due to genetic variation, people with dyslexia find it harder to 
learn how to recognise and manipulate phonemes.

Source: dyslexiahelp.umich.edu



Fact or Myth?

Dyslexia is uncommon. Affects less than 5% of 
people.



Fact or Myth?

Dyslexia is uncommon. Affects less than 5% of 
people.

Dyslexia affects 5-10% of the population, on average across the world. 

Source: dyslexiahelp.umich.edu



Some numbers on dyslexia
(Australian Dyslexia Association)

● Affects 10% of Australian population
● Up to 50% cases diagnosed late or never
● Up to 80% with poor reading skills have it

Source: dyslexiaassociation.org.au



Some numbers on dyslexia
(Australian Dyslexia Association)

● Affects 10% of Australian population
● Up to 50% cases diagnosed late or never
● Up to 80% with poor reading skills have it

Learning cognitive disorders affect 1 in 5
○ Numbers are comparable across countries

Source: dyslexiaassociation.org.au



Some basic info on dyslexia

● It’s genetic and can be inherited
● Often with ADHD
● Trouble with reading, spelling and writing 

despite normal intelligence in other areas
● Difficulties are on a continuum
● There are treatments but no cure



Some basic info on adult dyslexic 
students

● Can be very good at hiding it
● Often articulate and extraverted
● Hands-on learners
● Very effective reading strategies



Some basic info on adult dyslexic 
students

● Can be very good at hiding it
● Often articulate and extraverted
● Hands-on learners
● Very effective reading strategies

UNLESS UNDIAGNOSED



Common tell-tale signs (1)

● Difficulty with directions and left/right
● Use fingers to count
● Easily distracted, especially by noise
● Difficulties with sequential processes, e.g. syntax
● Poor time management



Common tell-tale signs (2)

● Childish or illegible handwriting 
● Poor spelling / backwards letters
● Slow reading
● Difficulties with numbers
● Sometimes don’t get jokes/metaphors



Childish or illegible handwriting



Common tell-tale signs (3)

● Highly intuitive / street smart
● Highly empathetic
● Creative thinkers
● Problem Solvers



Dyslexia is complex. How do dyslexics 
acquire first and second language?



Dyslexia in LA 

● Impaired phonological awareness
● Difficulties combining visual stimuli with thought 

process → translating symbols into sounds
● Coding/decoding poses problems

Gabrieli, J. (2009). Dyslexia: A New Synergy between Education and Cognitive 
Neuroscience. Science, 325(5938), 280-283. Retrieved from 
http://www.jstor.org/stable/20536638



Dyslexia in SLA

● Little/inconsistent literature on the topic
● Conflicting theories

○ Affects all four skills due to teaching methods?
○ Only reading and writing affected?
○ Difficulties with highly orthographic languages?
○ … ?

Source: Dyslexia Association of Ireland



Dyslexia in ESL

● English is highly orthographic
● English is highly configurational
● Symptoms get aggravated by stress

○ Again, confidence!

(Dyslexia Association of Ireland)

Source: Dyslexia Association of Ireland



The stigma

● Stronger in some countries
○ Often goes undiagnosed

● Associated with being dumb, slow, lazy…



The stigma

● Stronger in some countries
○ Often goes undiagnosed

● Associated with being dumb, slow, lazy…

      How do we approach it?



What can we do in class to help dyslexic 
students? 



Learn

● Make time to read about it
● Ask your school to buy resources
● Talk about it with your colleagues
● When possible, talk to the affected students
● Keep an open mind when it comes to lazy, 

distracted and disruptive students.



Support (1)

● Give achievable tasks to help confidence
● More videos and images
● Adapt lessons as much as possible

○ Reading as homework rather than in class
○ Remember: they cannot skim/scan a text

● Regular revision



Support (2)

● Flashcards work well for 
○ phonetics/pronunciation
○ Teaching word order

● Limit grammar worksheets in class
● Think about pair/group work
● Use specific fonts and bold face



Fonts*

● Sans-serifs (Arial, Verdana, Comic Sans…)
● Dyslexie, opendyslexic, mono dyslexic, gill 

dyslexic...

(British Dyslexia Association)

Don't use this Please, use this
Don't use this Please, use this
Don’t use this Please, use this



Support (3)

● Be aware of the limitations of our common 
sense and best judgement



What resources can we access to help 
dyslexic students?



Information online: handle with care

● Busyteacher.org - easy blog articles
● Understood.org - focus on children
● Dyslexiahelp.umich.edu - uni of Michigan



Oxford University Press

● Adapted tests for some books (EF, not AEF)
● Textbooks and short courses (30 hrs)

○ Supporting Learners with Dyslexia in the 
ELT classroom, Michele Daloiso (April 
2017)

● Evaluation forms (are they useful?)



Oxford University Press

● Adapted tests for some books (EF, not AEF)
● Textbooks and short courses (30 hrs)

○ Supporting Learners with Dyslexia in the 
ELT classroom, Michele Daloiso (April 
2017)

● Evaluation forms 





Now what?
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Translanguaging and Social 
Justice: a possibility in ELT

Michelle Ocriciano

michelle.ocriciano@gmail.com



INTRO



D I S R U P T
D E C ON S T R U C T
R E S H A P E

R E B U I L D



It’s all about eggs!



Ofelia Garcia Paulo Freire Claire Kramsch

INSPIRATION



BACKGROUND



LANGUAGE

Language—more specifically human language—

refers to the grammar and other rules and norms 

that allow humans to make utterances and sounds 

in a way that others can understand. John McWhorter



DISCOURSE

Djdsgriotiyopolfd;gl’;lh;;khioei
yoirpotrgpdfoklmkgfmfnkh’g;d
fg;fdlgg;lgfkjkgjhkj

Power, 
knowledge and 
ideologies 
together with 
the meaning of 
both what was 
said and what 
wasn’t. 



REPERTOIRE

Linguistic or verbal repertoire is ‘the set of
language varieties used in the speaking and
writing practices of a speech community’ (Finegan
2004, glossary). In other words, the linguistic
repertoire of a speech community includes all the
linguistic varieties (registers, dialects, styles,
accents, etc.) which exist in this community.



DIRECT METHOD

It is a method of teaching that was developed as a 
response to the Grammar-Translation method. It 
sought to immerse the learner in the same way as 
when a first language is learnt. All teaching is done in 
the target language, grammar is taught inductively, 
there is a focus on speaking and listening, and only 
useful ‘everyday' language is taught.



POSTMETHOD

Rather than subscribe to a single set of procedures,
postmethod teachers are dissatisfied with the
conventional concept of method and adapt their
approach in accordance with local, contextual factors,
while at the same time being guided by a number of
'macrostrategies'. Two such macrostrategies are
'Maximise learning opportunities' and 'Promote learner
autonomy'.



WHAT IS 
TRANSLANGUAGING?





A term first coined by Cen Williams (1994) “the ability of

multilingual speakers to shuttle between languages, treating

the diverse languages that form their repertoire as an

integrated system” (Canagarajah 2011:401)



“A translanguaging classroom is any classroom in 

which students may deploy their full linguistic 

repertoires, and not just the particular language(s) that are 

officially used for instructional purposes in that space” (p. 1).





Traditional conceptualizations of language  based on constructions
of standards andnorms….

WE versus YOU



Goal of language education

To “own” who could only “add” to a 
linguistic  and cultural identity that is left
undisturbed

To teach a “second” language

To “others” who are unlikely 
to participate meaningfully

But, teacher, my English is 
“broken.”



Pedagogies of complete separation



Pedagogies based on diglossia

/ˌdaɪˈɡlɑː.si.ə/

In sociolinguistics, diglossia is a situation in which two
distinct varieties of a language are spoken within the same
speech community.



BILINGUALISM



Traditional conceptualizations

for “others”

Subtractive bilingualism 



Traditional conceptualizations
Additive bilingualism 

for the elite





For those who 
don’t belong

For those who 
belong

Additive bilingualism Subtractive bilingualism 



DEFICIT



What about language education?

The world has turned……





Spaces are interconnected

Transnational circulation 
(capital, commodities,  labour 
and people). Technology

Migrations & displacements

A neoliberal economic regime
(Harvey, 2005)

Deregulation of markets Deterritorialization & 
displacements

Privatization and withdrawal
of state from social
provisions



What have been theeffects
of the economical changes in

language education?

Breaking out of the box



Many marginalized communities
have  broken out of boundaries that 
had been  imposed.

Subtractive bilingualism questioned



The powerful have broken out of
their  national borders

Additive bilingualism no longer sufficient
turn toward plurilingualism



Complexity Multiplicity

Breaking out hasmade Dynamic bilingualism visible

Interconnectivity



Not a “second” language. New language features & practices

Bilingualism can re-shape  conceptualizations of “second language”education



formed through

social interaction

LANGUAGE LEARNING

Dialogic





T: This tree is bigger. That tree  is
smaller.

Alicia: [Tries out under her  breath]. 
This tree is grander.  (9/23/2007)



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z13CVD0idrM&feature=youtu.be

George Lopez - Spanglish 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z13CVD0idrM&feature=youtu.be


NOT

Code-switching 



In the Translanguaging perspective, they are 

Using their full language repertoire of features
to make meaning and extend their repertoire

TRANSLANGUAGING



They are using their 

own language  features 

in interrelationship 

with new  ones to make 

meaning and

communicate.

They are 

constructing their 

dynamic  bilingual 

repertoire by adding 

features to  those 

they already have.



Not “language learners”  

Emergent Bilinguals

instead

Voices always under construction



Pedagogy

Translanguaging Corriente

/koˈrjente/



TRANSLANGUAGING CORRIENTE

García, Johnson & Seltzer, 2016



Refers to the constant flow of  
students’ dynamic bilingualism  that 
runs through classroomsand  schools

Translanguaging Corriente

Changes the static linguistic
landscape that is described and
defined from monolingual
perspectives

Allows bilingual students to  
integrate languagefeatures that  
are usually keptseparate



Translanguaging  Classrooms



What translanguaging enables

Translanguaging liberates and includes the multilingual  voices 
of speakers that have been constrained or  repressed in school

Translanguaging equalizes the distance between home  language 
practices and those desired in school.



Translanguaging to create a trans-subject

to change perspectives and terms  

through which conversations

FOR SOCIAL JUSTICE

are had.



Normalizes
multilingual use, speakers  and audiences



HOW TO DO IT





Acknowledge their home language



Multilingual Word Walls

continent  
continent

equator  
équateur

desert  

désert

mountains  
montagnes

Africa is the second largestcontinent.  

L'Afrique est le deuxième plus grand  
continent.

The equator crosses Africa.  
L'équateur traverse l'Afrique.

Africa has three large deserts.  
L'Afrique a trois grands déserts.

Africa has mountains.
L'Afrique a des montagnes.

savannah  
savane

Africa has a savannah across the center.  
L'Afrique a une savane à travers le centre.



Multilingual Writing References

Français English

Tout d'abord vous devez vous rendre à  

l'Afrique du Sud parce…

Une des raisons que vous devriez aller  

en Egypte est…

First of all, you should go to South  

Africa because…

One reason you should go to Egypt is…

Une autre raison, vous devriez aller au Another reason you should goto

Kenya parceque… Kenya is…

En outre, vous devriez aller au Sénégal en  

raison… In addition, you should go to Senegal

because…

Enfin, vous devez vous rendre au Maroc  

parce que…

Finally, you should go to Morocco  

because…



Google Translate



https://quizlet.com/277444124/face-2-face-upper-intermediate-unit-10a-mandarin-flash-cards/
https://quizlet.com/277444124/face-2-face-upper-intermediate-unit-10a-mandarin-flash-cards/




Why use translanguaging in  instruction?

Toenable students to engage with and comprehend  complex content andtexts

To developstudents’ linguistic practices for academic contexts

To make space for students to draw on their  bilingualism and

bilingual ways of knowing

To support students’ social emotional development  and bilingual

identities, and advance social justice



TAKE-AWAYS



READING

Students read in the SL and  discuss/analyze what they read in  the HL

Assign reading partners that  share a HL for mutual assistance

Students do independentreading
in multiple languages

Encourage students to read &  research for research projects in  
both languages

Supplement SL readings with HL  language readings on the same  
topic/theme



Allow students to audio record  ideas first using both languages,  

then transfer to writing

Students pre-write in both  languages,then publish in the SL

Assign writing partners that share a HL for mutual assistance

Students write first in the HL and then translate that text into the SL



Allow students to explain/share  ideas using the HL and the SL  
(another student can translate if  you don’t speaklanguage)

Have students interview one  another using both the HL and  
the SL and then share what they  learned in the SL

Create a multilingual listening  center comprised of fictionand  
non-fiction texts in the  classroom, narratives of  community 
members, and  books recorded by students (a  favorite 
book or their own  writing)



Assign newcomers a buddy to  show them around school,  
answer questions, etc.

Group students so they can use  both languages in small group  
work, then present in the SL

Allow students to discuss  lesson/ideas with partner in the  HL 
and SL



Create multilingual word walls

Create cognate charts

Utilize multilingual graphic  organizers

Provide students with bilingual  and/or bilingual picture  
dictionaries



Moment-by-moment decisions that change with the flow  of the 
translanguaging corriente and allow for flexibility  in language 
practices, conversations, activities, and  plans

In moments of difficulty/misunderstanding, encouraging  students 
to talk to one another about a new concept,  vocabulary word,
etc., using their own language practices

Looking up words and phrases using online translation tools  or
having students do so on their own



Do not separate “proficiency” into countable “languages”

Students’ performance

Move away from deficit views of students’ language

Recognize that bilinguals’ “proficiency” shifts depending on 
the social situation/social context (not linear)





Be a co-learner! 







TRANSLANGUAGING









Download

goo.gl/LonUvA



You will never 
believe what 
happened in class 
today!
NINA GINSBERG

GELI



This is a fun and positive 
participatory session

It celebrates the 
unique, wonderful, hilarious and 
often touching moments in our 
collective teacher experience. 



Focus for this session
Once the door closes…

There is an uniqueness to international student expressions

The time, the trust, the results..

They happen in an instance, then are gone, but a few remain

Space and time to reflect, enjoy and share

These stories delight, immortalize, entertain, and give us meaning!

Let’s celebrate and share our fun, humorous, surprising and poignant 
classroom moments.



Ah…the memories…

When you age many changes happen in your body. 
For example, when you get old, so do your bowels 
and you get intercontinental. 

A pair of stripped trousers.

He has a great sex of humour.

Prince Andrew, the Duck of York.

Last 3 from Jenny Leger

https://jennyleger.com/archives/musings/howlers/


This is participatory!

If you had to classify your memorable classroom 
experiences and stories (the ones that make you 
smile wistfully) into 3-5 categories, what would 

your ‘classifications’ be?



•How do you spell a ‘ladder’?

•If you want to do more work on this..

•You must do your homework sheet! and No plagiarism! 
You’re a cheat!

•Pronunciation: The German card counting game

•My earthquake experience

From my classroom



Sentence practice: 

Write a sentence about your perfect partner

“I want a man who will stay with me in the good 
times and the bed”

From: Angus McFarlane 



Surrogacy

Jeong vs. Tawfeek

…its so hard to explain in English..



Table Activity

Discuss and decide: how should we run this session?

Some considerations:
• Timing (we have 20-25mins)
• Need to sharing stories
• How will we document, collect or share these stories
• Other ideas..

10 minutes 

How will this session work?



Let’s get talking!

20-25 mins



Bring it all together
Other notes, ideas and considerations

5 mins



To conclude…



Thanks for your time, energy, 
stories and experiences!

Stay in touch:
Nina Ginsberg

n.ginsberg@griffith.edu.au





Pre-intermediate new vocabulary: single 
room, single ticket, single bed.

One of the girls raised her hand and said, 
‘Ah, yes, single beds like in the song!’

‘Which song?' I asked.

'The one they sing for Christmas: Single bed, 
single bed, single all the way!’ 

◦ By Patricia Renou

◦



Table Activity:

In your group, each person shares a 
memorable story from the classroom

10 minutes 



Writing

Write a letter of complaint about a fish and ship shop that has just 
opened in your area. Complain about the noise...

'Now it is very noisy, dirty and smelly. We had piss everywhere...' 
◦ context, conventions and bad habits 

◦ Vocab switch – piss = urine

'Yes, but you know, in English you always say piss and quiet...'

From Catherine Hutin
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